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Pocket Charts – from Carson Dellosa
Pocket chart with heart or rhythm cards and pointer….desk bells/or Boomwhackers
Pocket charts for group division with kids’ pix

The Body Scale
Love actively engaging the entire body in the singing process!

Swim Noodle vocal exploration
Let the children problem solve together to create vocal exploration designs using pool noodles and plumbing pieces. (elbows and couplers)

The Chorister – OF COURSE!
Nan Grantham’s Singing With Threes; Choir Devotionals; Practical and Inspiring articles; Cool puzzles and more!

Growing in Grace Children’s Music Curriculum
Great music, activities, and creative visuals
Step by Step Tips and Tools is another great resource from Growing in Grace

Children’s books
New Favorite - Orang Pear Apple Bear by Emily Gravett

Words on the Wall
footprints with grace gifts from Romans 12
worship words

The Quick Guide to Discipline for Children’s Ministry: 101 Good Ideas for Bad Behavior
Recently found this – lots of quick reference tips for problem solving.
Fun Songs for Warm ups and recreation
A Tale of Three Jacks (S & G Eernisse) in different vocal styles
Insomnia (S. Eernisse) fun song with a classical twist

Memorizing Scriptures
Add instruments, body percussion, to scriptures that have been notated rhythmically.

Weekly Prayer Song
At our closing gathering time (all grades) we sing a closing song together.
We change the song each year. We have used:
“We Go in Peace” (Keith Christopher, #512 Celebrating Grace Hymnal)
“As We Go” (Jeremy Johnson, #667 Baptist Hymnal 2008)
“Go Now in Peace” (Natalie Sleeth, #660 Baptist Hymnal 1991)

Insomnia
Mozart melody, arranged by G and S. Eernisse
Words by S. Eernisse
Copyright 2015 S. Eernisse. All Rights Reserved.

```
1. Crickets chirp their cheery songs at night. chirping cheery songs to their delight.
2. Buzzing, buzzing, buzzing in my ear. What's that buzzing creature that I hear?

Chirp, Chirp, I hear it all night long. That chirping cricket song. Oh goodness
Buzz, Buzz, who let it in the room? I'm feeling dread and doom. I will be

this is wrong, that chirping cricket chirping cheery songs at night.
itching soon. Mosquitoes buzzing, buzzing, buzzing in my ear.
```